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The Juniors for Sustainable development is an eco-citizenship awareness program of the city of Bordeaux that
places the younger generations at the heart of the action. It concerns about 10,000 schoolchildren each year in
nursery and primary schools.

Created in 2001, the Juniors program for SD has initially a dual purpose:

- Respond to the expectations of the teaching staff, by combining the expertise of National Education, the
National Agency for Energy and associations/NGOs.

- Foster the autonomy of teachers, while respecting curricula concerning ESD.

The Juniors for sustainable development offer educational tools (exhibitions, educational sheets, loan of materials,
etc.), awareness-raising or project actions in schools, support for schools on whole institutional approach and
sessions of training included in the departmental training plan for teachers.

The actions carried out have made it possible to set up ecological travel, modify public contracts of school catering,
create educational gardens, to carry out energy diagnostics in schools, to develop intergenerational links, to think
about the place of human beings in nature or the impact of our modes of production and consumption
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The “Juniors for Sustainable development” in Bordeaux schools :
An educational system that helps the younger generations to build a more resilient society

Since 2020, the actions carried out within the framework of the "Juniors of sustainable development" take into
account the current health crisis by inviting learners of all levels to reflect on the lessons that can be drawn from the
current health crisis. This is achieved in particular through various programs aimed at making students aware of the
understanding of information and the development of a critical mind.

A set of resources have thus been developed at the academic level that allow students to better understand the
meaning of the messages conveyed by social networks and to better understand the social and geopolitical
consequences of the Covid-19 pandemic. This approach involves strengthening education in the use of digital tools
and the resources to which they provide access.

The various actions developed within the framework of the "Juniors of sustainable development" should develop
thanks to the forthcoming participation of the city of Bordeaux in the UNESCO program on learning cities and thus
contribute to the development of a more resilient society thanks to all these young people, true ambassadors of
sustainable development ,and working in perfect synergy with all the players in our societies.

In 2001, 15 classes were concerned by this programme. Presently, more than 250 schools and more than 80,000
schoolchildren have been concerned by the "Juniors for sustainable development" program.
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